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Learning Objectives





Learn about a mega construction firm’s innovation experience in BIM for as-built.
Learn about a 3D Scan to As-built workflow in a megaproject.
Learn how to address challenges of traditional as-built workflows.
Learn the pros and cons of each development step.

Description
In this class, mega-construction firm Saudi Binladin Group (SBG) will share 2 years of
challenges faced using innovative technology to cut through one of the longest and most
complicated processes in construction projects. We will discuss real-time benefits to
project time and accuracy of as-built development in this $1 billion project. From this
experience of using reality capture technology and Autodesk applications and how they
relate to 3D scan technology, SBG has developed a successful methodology of project
handover and as-built by reconstructing an intelligent model out of 3D reality-capture point
clouds. In this class, SBG will show workflow from points capture to as-built record Models
and Sheets. SBG will also provide the pros and cons of each step. Over a 2-years journey,
SBG used different Autodesk® software such as Revit software and ReCap pro software,
and also different third-party tools and service providers.

Speaker(s)
Youssry Salman is Building Information Modeling and Building Information Management (BIMM)
senior manager with an extensive multi-faced experience in architecture, engineering &
construction (AEC) industry. He has more than 20 years of in depth experience in design and
business development, demonstrating core competencies in BIMM including 5 years of
construction industry experience with a vital mix of construction companies. Since 2008, Youssry
has been leading, planning, designing, and executing different types of project standards from
inception to completion, and he has demonstrated effective leadership, communication,
coordination, motivation, and team building. As a BIMM senior manager for Saudi Binladin Group
(SBG), Youssry is involved in the process of design review and design validation using modeling
and documentation to identify, customize, and apply BIM tool software such as Autodesk®
AutoCAD®, Building Design Suite Ultimate®.
YSALMAN@PBAD.SBG.COM.SA
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Mohammad A. Saleh, holding Masters in Construction Management, American University in
Cairo and 14 Years of experience between Site Works and Technical Office, BIM Coordinator
and Head of C&A Departments at SBG's Cairo Office.
M.LATTIF@EDO-CAIRO.COM

Introduction
Traditionally, General Contractor (GC) interprets the 2D as-built drawings and develops
composite drawings in their mind to corroborate the relationship between 2D elements and
coordination between individual system elements, the possibility of misinterpretation of 2D design
drawings can also cause delays in retrieving the information. Additionally, manual errors in
elements’ installation at site and the selection of 2D survey of existing conditions at field affects
the information retrieval process which unlike the traditional total station survey of only making a
few measurements in a minute and limited too, As-built surveys document the precise final
locations and layouts of engineering works and record any design changes that may have been
incorporated into the construction. These are particularly important when facilities are
constructed, so their locations are accurately known for maintenance purposes, and so that
unexpected damage to them can be avoided during later installation of any operation and
maintenance works. Therefore, As-built surveys are utilized for re-documenting a structure for the
purpose of expansion, retrofitting, refurbishing, renovation or visualization. In this 2D process and
Point survey collection, most of the GCs’ technical offices’ time is spent on non-value added tasks
such as developing mental models as well as searching for and validating information. By year
2012 SBG started using Building Information Models (BIM) in the construction phase. Accessing
the information using BIM is a two-steps process. The first step includes the identification and
selection of the appropriate 3D elements from the digital model. The second step is by enhanced
construction Existing Condition model by integrating 3D Scan technology with BIM. The integrated
3D Scan and BIM environment provides a seamless flow of information reducing manual errors
and improving information retrieval efficiency. SBG as a GC is willing to share the feasibility of
developing BIM environment using Autodesk’s BIM software in of as-built development in this $1
billion project.

What is As-Built
As-built is revised set of drawing submitted by a contractor upon completion of a project or a
particular job. They reflect all changes made in the specifications and working drawings during
the construction process, and show the exact dimensions, geometry, and location of all elements
of the work completed under the contract.
To achieve approved thousands of As-Built drawing in conventional process it may cost years
and a lot of resources. This become any Project manager fears for project closeout.
During last 10 years of rush booming construction era at gulf region, many Contractors hired a lot
and a lot of resources to finish this process.
The question is what the true percentage of accurate As-built drawing especially with projects like
Hospitals, Hotels, and Airports… and how much it cost to operate this projects without incidence.
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Single Point to Point Survey
Survey the measurement and mapping of our surrounding environment using
mathematics, specialized technology and equipment. For centuries it was the successful
technology.


Traditional Point Survey of only making a few measurements in a minute and
limited too.



In this 2D process and Point survey collection, most of the GCs’ technical offices’
time is spent on non-value added tasks such as developing mental models as
well as searching for validating information.



Manual errors in the selection of 2D survey of existing conditions at field affects
the information retrieval process, making track construction changes may be not
applicable.

3D Scan as High Definition Surveying
3D Laser Scanning involves a contactless and non-destructive process of digitally
capturing the shapes of physical entities by using laser light. When the line of the laser is
disrupted by an object’s physical feature, the software will create accurate point clouds
of data that will be rendered by the computer into a 3D model.


New surveying method and collecting timely, accurate and
complete geometric data of existing sites and structures.



The ability to capture very high density data (Point Cloud)
and rich images as compared to point-by-point surveying.



Also the emergence and availability of a new family of
hardware and software friendly to use



3D Scan is also named as Capture Reality

3D Scan in SBG BIM Implementation
SBG had successful BIM implementation in year 2012, a lot of revealed idea to improve
construction workflow, one of it using 3D scan to record existing building, but what about AsBuilt process. Can 3D scan help to reduce time and resource to achieve proper project closeout.
Engineering BIM management select small test prototype building 500 m2 to assess and
develop suitable As-Built workflow and find the surely answer of the questions of:
 How to convince Project Stakeholders with the value of 3D Scanning?
o What about Workflow?
o What is Technology barrier?
 Is 3D Scan is As-built?
o What is ROI?
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Pre Implementation
Many 3D scanner vendors offer as proof of concept, a typical measurements requested from
both teams Project 20 years expertise 2D surveys vs the 3D Scan team to collect existing
information of installed first fix elements at 3 areas between 4 grids with total length of 50mX
15m.
 2D survey team started faster with pre made setup of measurement and capture quickly
points close to Main grids process started slow down when measurement of elements
far from grids. When reached to MEPF connection in the middle, all measurements
became mission impossible.
 3D scan team, straggled to find right scan station and to place scan targets, subject cost
3 hours before scanning, then 15 minutes and scan over.

One Area Scanned to Point Cloud

Results comparison
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3D Scanner approved as project Measurement Tool
Output results submitted to client representative with more justifications about project has ten
(10) layers of MEPF system and rush to install Ceiling:


The possibility of comparing results with physical measurements made directly on
desired areas or objects.



Adaptive by work linked direct to GPS or/and can be used in combination with other
survey tool).



Zero humans interpreted to the data obtained through laser scanner, it’s representing
the field reality.



Therefore, an important benefit is the ability of users to virtually return to the place of
scan and to extract measurements even afterwards.

Core Implementation
Receive right Equipment
After evaluating expected scanning areas and available technology at the market, 2 set
of 3D scanner back to back installed to project.
Drone was studded as proposal what at that time it was not federated and most of scope
in MEPF services.

Hire Consultant
As earned value from SBG BIM Implementation check session # (CS124943):


Implementation is the best practice can be copied.



Right Consultant, who can utilize the maximum of your resource.
o

Preferred to hire Expertise from same Region.



King Abdullah University of science and technology Based in Jeddah one of top
Research Universities.



FalconVIZ selected from (KAUST) business development to be implementation
consultant.



FalconFIV Scope:
o

Assess the best 3rd parties’ software.

o

Enhance 3D scan workflow.

o

Train As-Built modeling team.

o

Model part of project as-built scope till SBG core team ready to takeover.
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Implementation results
To able to scan project with available equipment and quicker, changes done to 3D Scan
processes planning:


Divide floor to small match areas with standard Naming convention.



Mark Scan Station and targets.



Use 360-degree Prism to save stations for next visit.



Scan after every installation system to avoid dense areas or congested.
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How to work 3D scan Data
Scanners produce 1,000,000± points every station, resulting huge data size could be
treated as following:
 Raw Data (Culling) Registration:
o Raw data in of each area ≈13 GB project will be tens TB.
o Use Cyclone or Recap to cull from duplicated points to generate smaller
files and delete duplications.
o Store culled data into different storage that backup every month.
 Import culled Data into Revit® and manual edit.
o Use 3rd Parties to Automate “Reconstruct Point Cloud”.
o Performance file size in Revit® is too small tens MB.
 Using 3D scan Points Cloud in Revit for coordination in two ways will be
explained in BLD122339 presentation.
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SBG As-Built Workflow
SBG submitted hundreds of project with traditional 2D As-built measurements as following:
 Prepper as Set of Approved Shop Drawing.
 Collect Work at Site Inspection Form “WIR” for each system individually, and Snag List
“SL” if any.
 Collect Site changes and Red Marks by Survey team.
 Reflect the WIR and Red Marks comments on approved shop drawings to generate
“Existing Condition" Drawings.
 “Existing Condition" Drawings must be verified and approved by Consultant engineer
and surveyor.
 Approving “Existing Condition" Drawings, redrawn as new set of As-built.
 Upload As-Built Drawing, WIR and Bill of Quantities for final approval.






By Analysis this workflow, easily to notice the tome of collecting Red-Mark from site to
develop existing condition drawings and Consultant team to Verify this data using 2D
measurement survey tools is the longest period in this process.
Client consultant has to review data twice to ensure all date match with woke done.
Human interoperation in data collection or typing errors could redo part of works.

3D Scan Workflow


Client representative approve 3D Scan as measurement tool.



The developed workflow eliminated 2D measurements and Consultant first loop
of review existing condition drawings.
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As 3D Scan still new technology and everyday it’s improved it was recommended
the following:
There are three loops in this workflow therefore assign 3 different teams.
o 3D scan Data Acquisition (Capture Reality).
o Point Cloud Data Culling Processing (Registration).
o Develop BIM Model or Align existing Design Model (Surface
Reconstruction or Record Model).
 Export As-Built 2D sheets.
There are two high-level generic workflow of Point Cloud to Model:
o 3D scan to 2D
o 3D Scan to BIM As-buit Model

Scan to BIM Model has 3 different modeling methods Pros and Cons:




Tracing Point Cloud inside Revit directly.
Partial Surface reconstruction at Scanner software plugins and Trace at Revit.
Automatic Surface Reconstruction by 3rd party software and fine tracing for MEP
accessories and elements did not detected automatically.
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Selected Software for SBG workflow
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3D Scan Development Pros and Cons Data Acquisition
Pros
Cons
 Fast and Accurate
 Large data in TBs.
 Very Adaptive indoor /outdoor.
 Diversion in large ranges.
 Zero Human Entries.
 Reflection and Shine items error.
 Revisited out actual scene.
 A lot of Noise.
Recommendations:
 Prepare site scene properly, cover shiny items.
 Study in depth the Setup station and targets many before process.

3D Scan Development Pros and Cons Data Culling “Registration”
Pros




Cons
 Require trained users.
 Hardware killer, require expansive IT
infrastructure.
 Longest step in entire process.

Merge and clean data.
Reduce combined data to GBs.
Some software offer features of
surface detection/generation.
Recommendations:
 Use cloud computing solution like Recap Pro with less expenditure.
 Outsource processing services.

ROI and Conclusion
With several loop of integrated processes and trying many solution and evaluation still going
SBG earned a lot of ROI encouraging SBG to continue invest in 3D Scanning and a lot of new
usage under evaluation. The direct ROI advantages:
 Reduce Data Acquisition time to 10% of planed schedule.
 Eliminate major process obstacle (Consultant to verify and approved Exiting Condition
drawing) by his survey team, it was time killer.
 Site execution is vary from zone to zone and record each activities without hold
execution for Consultant verification.
 Over all processes reduced with 25%, and expect more with learning curve improved.
Due terminology difference, it is still no solid answer proof that 3D Scan in more that advanced
measurement tool added value of:





3D Scan has change the entire industry by adding the actuality to Survey process.
Hologrammatic capture with Photography quality allow to recreate digital scene with
endless measurement methods with 0.2cm tolerance in 1:1 scale 3D printing.
3D scan reduce work cycle and process time as it elevate the trust in data acquisitions.
Still not all elements are automatically remodeled, however technology keep improved.

Is 3D Scanning is real As-Built?
What is your answer?

Partner of Success
falconVIZ

http://www.falconviz.com
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